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SINGLE-PARTICLE PROTON ADMIXTURES IN
CORE-EXCITED STATES OF $^{207}$Bi
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Department of Physics
Rutgers University, New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903
and
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ABSTRACT

At least 18 states up to 3.5 MeV of excitation have been observed in the $^{206}$Pb($^3$He,d)$^{207}$Bi reaction at 35 MeV. The experimental spectrum and spectroscopic factors are in fair agreement with the predictions of the weak-coupling model up to an excitation energy of 2.5 MeV.

*Work supported in part by the National Science Foundation and the United States Atomic Energy Commission.
†Present address: ARKON Laboratory, Berkeley, California.
The initial success of shell-model calculations in the region of $^{208}\text{Pb}$ makes this a fertile region for more detailed study. Even a simple weak-coupling model appears to work well for nuclei one nucleon removed from $^{208}\text{Pb}$,\textsuperscript{1,2} although attempts to apply this model to $^{205}\text{Tl}$ (one proton hole in a $^{206}\text{Pb}$ core) have not yielded good results. However, the introduction of core states of more than one phonon via an intermediate coupling model\textsuperscript{3} have given good agreement with transition rates and spectroscopic factors for low-lying states in $^{205}\text{Tl}$. In the present investigation, we have studied the single-particle structure of states in $^{207}\text{Bi}$ with the $^{206}\text{Pb}(^3\text{He},d)^{207}\text{Bi}$ reaction. The results are compared with the predictions of both weak-coupling and intermediate-coupling models in which a proton particle is coupled to $^{206}\text{Pb}$ core states.

The experiment was performed at the Berkeley 88" cyclotron with a 35 MeV $^3\text{He}$ beam, energy-analyzed to 0.05%. The experimental arrangements have been described previously.\textsuperscript{4} In the present experiment the detector telescopes consisted of a 0.25 mm phosphorous-diffused $\Delta\text{E}$ counter and a 4 mm Si (Li) $E$ counter. The total energy resolution of 40 keV included a large contribution from target thickness. The targets were 300 $\mu\text{g/cm}^2$ self-supporting foils of $^{206}\text{Pb}$ and $^{208}\text{Pb}$ of isotopic enrichment 97.2% and 99.5% respectively. The $^{208}\text{Pb}$ data and $^{206}\text{Pb}$ data were taken alternately during the run. This procedure provided energy calibrations, relative cross-section normalizations, and identification of angular-momentum transfers without recourse.
to calculations such as DWBA predictions.

The excitation energies listed in Table I are good to ±15 keV and agree well with the high resolution data of Alford at Rochester. He observed states up to 3.13 MeV of excitation at a lab angle of 50°; of those states, only a 2.93-MeV doublet with a splitting of 15 keV was not resolved in the present work. Although many states up to 2.4 MeV of excitation have previously been identified in 207Bi by observation of gamma decays, the states above 1.14 MeV of excitation have been observed only in the (3He,d) reaction. Spins have previously been assigned to the states at 0.0 (9/2\textsuperscript{−}), 0.75 (7/2\textsuperscript{−}), 0.89 (9/2\textsuperscript{−}), 0.99 (7/2\textsuperscript{−}), and 1.14 MeV (5/2\textsuperscript{−}).

Angular distributions for the strongly excited states in 207Bi are shown in Fig. 1. The solid lines drawn through these data are experimental curves drawn through the data for the appropriate state in the 208Pb(3He,d)209Bi reaction. The spins of the 209Bi states have been previously identified. Spectroscopic factors (Table I) have been obtained simply by taking the ratio of the 207Bi cross section to the 209Bi cross section for states of the same orbital angular momentum. Thus, the 209Bi spectroscopic factors have been assumed to be 1.0.

The 207Bi spectrum is considerably more complicated than the spectrum of 209Bi. The 2f\textsubscript{7/2} single particle proton state and the |206Pb 2\textsuperscript{+}, 1h\textsubscript{9/2}\textsuperscript{> weak coupling configurations are dominant in the multiplet of four states at about 0.9 MeV. The i\textsubscript{13/2} single-particle state at 1.62 MeV is hardly shifted from
its position in $^{209}$Bi. Between 1.7 and 2.6 MeV, the $^{207}$Bi states are weakly excited but there are no $^{209}$Bi states in this region. At higher excitations, the single-particle $2f_{5/2}$ and $3p_{3/2}$ states in $^{209}$Bi appear split over many levels in $^{207}$Bi. The spin assignments which have been suggested in Table I for these states are tentative. The discrimination between $\lambda = 1$ and $\lambda = 3$ transfer was complicated by the presence of carbon and oxygen contaminants in the crucial forward angle region; certainly no distinction could be made between $j = \lambda + 1/2$ and $j = \lambda - 1/2$. The 2.78-MeV state and the 2.93-MeV doublet all appear to be populated by $\lambda = 3$ transfer, but the agreement with the $^{209}$Bi data is only fair. If these assignments are correct, these three states exhaust 90% of the expected $f_{5/2}$ strength, and the states at 3.03, 3.13, 3.32, and 3.45 MeV (a doublet) are most likely populated by $\lambda = 1$ transfer. (The weakest of these, the 3.03-MeV state, has a spectroscopic factor of 0.30 if it is an $f_{5/2}$ transfer. In addition, the $\lambda = 1$ curve fits the angular distributions for the 3.32 and 3.45 MeV states much better than $\lambda = 3$.) The density of states above 3.5 MeV is too large to permit reliable extraction of cross sections in this region where $3p_{1/2}$ strength is expected.

The weak coupling model calculation follows the description of Mottelson$^1$ and its successful application by Auerbach and Stein$^2$ to $^{209}$Bi. The core states included were those most strongly excited in inelastic scattering on $^{206}$Pb, viz., the states at 0.0 ($0^+$), 0.80 ($2^+$), 2.65 ($3^-$), 3.77 ($5^-$), 4.12 ($2^+$),
and 4.37 \((4^+)\); values of \(B(EL)\) were taken from Alster. The six lowest-lying particle orbits \(1h_{9/2}, 2f_{7/2}, 1i_{13/2}, 2f_{5/2}, 3p_{3/2}, \text{and } 3p_{1/2}\) were included. Single-particle energies were chosen to be equal to those used by Auerbach and Stein. The radial integrals were also set at their value, 40 MeV; calculations with higher values did not qualitatively change the predicted spectrum.

The calculated spectrum and spectroscopic factors are compared with the experimental values in Fig. 2. The calculation correctly predicts the appearance of four states around 0.9 MeV; the \(^{206}\text{Pb} 2^+, 1h_{9/2}\) states are observed via the admixture of the appropriate single particle components. The ordering of the four spins is not correct, and the strengths in the two \(7/2^-\) states are inverted, but these details should be sensitive to the single-particle energies which were not adjusted. The \(13/2^+\) state at 1.6 MeV appears with about the right strength, and the weak excitation of states around 2 MeV is also qualitatively predicted. At higher excitations, however, the model fails completely. Only one strong state of each spin, \(5/2, 3/2, \text{and } 1/2\), is predicted around 3 MeV, whereas at least seven strong states are experimentally found between 2.75 and 3.5 MeV. Since there are many more possible core states in \(^{206}\text{Pb}\) than the ones we have included, this disagreement is not unexpected.

Intermediate-coupling calculations for \(^{207}\text{Bi}\) have recently been reported by Bradley and Meder. Core states with up to
three quadrupole phonons were included but only the $h_{9/2}$ and $f_{7/2}$ single-particle states were coupled to them. Thus the predicted spectroscopic factors for only $9/2^-$ and $7/2^-$ states are shown in Fig. 2. The agreement with the position of the experimental levels is good for all four states, and the strengths of the two $9/2^-$ transitions are correctly predicted. However, the stronger $7/2^-$ state is again predicted to be the lower one, as in the weak-coupling calculation, but in disagreement with the data.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Relative cross sections for strongly excited states observed in the $^{206}\text{Pb}(^3\text{He},d)^{207}\text{Bi}$ reaction at 35 MeV. The solid lines are curves drawn through the angular distributions for the $^{208}\text{Pb}(^3\text{He},d)^{209}\text{Bi}$ reaction.

Fig. 2. Comparison of the experimental spectroscopic factors with the predictions of the weak-coupling and intermediate coupling models. The unperturbed positions of the various components are shown in the "zeroth order" column.
Table I. Spectroscopic Factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E&lt;sub&gt;x&lt;/sub&gt; (MeV)</th>
<th>J&lt;sup&gt;π&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>ΔS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>9/2-</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>7/2-</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>9/2-</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>7/2-</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>5/2-</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>13/2+</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>(5/2-)</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>(5/2-) (doublet)</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>(3/2-)</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>(3/2-)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.32</td>
<td>(3/2-)</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>(3/2-)</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 1

CROSS SECTION (ARBITRARY UNITS)

\[ \begin{align*}
E_x &= 0.0 \text{ MeV} \\
&\quad 9/2^- \\
E_x &= 0.99 \text{ MeV} \\
&\quad 7/2^- \\
E_x &= 1.61 \text{ MeV} \\
&\quad 1\,3/2^+ \\
E_x &= 2.78 \text{ MeV} \\
&\quad (5/2^-) \\
E_x &= 2.93 \text{ MeV} \\
&\quad (5/2^-) \\
E_x &= 3.03 \text{ MeV} \\
&\quad (3/2^-) \\
E_x &= 3.13 \text{ MeV} \\
&\quad (3/2^-) \\
E_x &= 3.32 \text{ MeV} \\
&\quad (3/2^-) \\
E_x &= 3.45 \text{ MeV} \\
&\quad (3/2^-)
\end{align*} \]
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